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Most current community detection methods for complex networks focus on partition. Community number 

estimation does not have the due attention it deserves, and the community number is only a by-product of 
community partition. In fact, knowing the community number in advance can speed up the partition process, 
especially for large scale and dynamic complex networks. This paper proposes a community number estimation 
method based on topology potential. In the topology potential field, the potential distribution of nodes shows a 
natural peak-valley structure, and each community corresponds to a local high potential area. The number of 
local maximum potential nodes is the estimated community number. Experiments on real world networks and 
artificial networks show that the proposed method gives very good performance in community number 
estimation. The more noticeable the peak-valley structure of the corresponding topology potential field is, the 
closer the estimated community number will be to the ground truth. Furthermore, compared with 
state-of-the-arts methods, our proposed method is not sensitive to the tuned parameter, and shows good 
efficiency.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Many real networks present a “community structure”, i.e. groups of vertices that have a higher 
density of edges within them and a lower density of edges between them [19]. For example, in social 
networks, a person usually gets involved in different social groups such as family, friends, and 
colleagues; in protein networks, proteins with a similar function may participate in the same module. 
Community detection is beneficial for understanding the structure of networks and forecasting the 
behavior of networks [20]. For example, it can be used to forecast the information propagation in social 
networks, and to recognize functions of proteins in bioengineering networks [23]. 

Community detection approaches can be categorized into three types: (1) disjoint community 
detection, (2) overlapping community detection, and (3) dynamic community detection. For disjoint 
community detection, one node belongs to only one community. A comparative evaluation of disjoint 
community detection algorithms is shown in [17]. Since overlapping is indeed a significant feature of 
real world networks, a considerable amount of work has focused on overlapping community detection. 
The state-of-the-art overlapping community detection algorithms are reviewed in [21]. Besides 
overlapping, dynamic is another important feature of complex networks. Much research has also been 
conducted in dynamic complex networks [6]. 

Estimating the community number is able to benefit these community partition methods. On the one 
hand, the community number in some sense can be an alternative terminal condition for time-consuming 
partition iteration [3] which is considered as the hardest nut to crack. On the other hand, as an alternative 
parameter, the community number can make the partition process more explicit. With the booming of 
large-scale networks like Facebook, Twitter, blogs and personal mobile communication, more attention 
has been attached to the detection speed than accuracy.  

However, community number estimation does not have the due attention it deserves. To the best of 
our knowledge, it is only a by-product of most current community detection methods, and only limited 
research has been done to solve this. Some traditional methods obtains the optimal community number 
via modularity Q. High Q value means good partition, and the partition corresponding to a maximum 
should be the best [15]. However, the limitations of the modularity function have been reported in [2]. In 
addition, Ulrik Brandes et al. [1] proved that the modularity optimization is an NP-complete problem. 
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Therefore, a more simple and effective method for community number estimation is needed. FU et al. [3] 
put forward a fast community number estimation algorithm based on maximizing separability measure, 
which uses the separability function to select large degree nodes as core node candidates, and then 
determines the final core nodes via an improved shortest path seeking algorithm. The core node number 
is the estimated community number. He et al. [8] took the discrete nodal domain theory as a criterion to 
determine the community number. They introduced the weak-nodal-domain to spectral partition, and 
identified the cluster number by exploiting the community structure information contained in the 
Laplacian eigenvectors. However, when the community structure is not clear, it is difficult to obtain the 
proper community number from the eigenvector elements [14]. Li et al. [11] detected the optimal 
community number based on the theoretic information. They proposed a statistic index Ω(c) based on the 
similarity of communities, and found that when the Ω(c) reaches its local maximum, the corresponding c 
is likely to be the optimal community number. This method can only reveal the community number, and 
cannot identify core nodes of each community. However, these core nodes are very crucial in the 
follow-up community partition, especially for local-expansion-based methods. Furthermore, when a 
complex network does not have a definite community structure, this method cannot get any maximum. 
M.E.J Newman and Gesine Reinert [16] described a mathematically principled approach for finding the 
number of communities in a network using a maximum-likelihood method. Liu et al. [13] adopted the 
cluster analysis method to estimate the optimal number of communities. Their method bases on the idea 
that community centers are characterized by higher density than their neighbors. 

Despite the efforts mentioned above, community number estimation is still not totally solved [18]. 
In this paper, we apply the topology potential field to community number estimation. The contributions 
of this paper are summarized as follows: 

  The proposed method utilizes the inherent peak-valley structure of the topology potential field 
to estimate the community number. In the topology potential field, the potential distribution of 
nodes shows a natural peak-valley structure, and each community corresponds to a local high 
potential area. The number of local maximum potential nodes, located at the center of each 
local high potential area, is the estimated community number. Compared with other methods, 
our proposed method is not sensitive to the tuned parameter (i.e. impact factor), and shows 
good performance in efficiency. 

  The proposed method also defines a concavity-convexity measure to analyze the relationship 
between the accuracy of the estimated number and the characteristics of the peak-valley 
structure. Experimental results show that the more noticeable the peak-valley structure is, the 
more precise the estimated community number will be.  

  The proposed method can accurately identify the core nodes of each community before 
community partition. These core nodes are very crucial in the follow-up community partition, 
especially for local-expansion-based community detection methods. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the topology potential field. 
Section 3 analyses the peak-valley structure of the topology potential field. Section 4 presents the 
community number estimation algorithm based on topology potential. Section 5 discusses the 
experimental results and Section 6 provides the conclusion of this paper. 

2. TOPOLOGY POTENTIAL FIELD 

In physics, the “field” concept was proposed to describe a non-contact interaction between material 
particles, which can be divided into two types: short-range fields and long-range fields. With the 
development of the classical field theory, it has become a mathematical model describing the non-contact 
interactions between objects [4]. The nodes in a complex network are not isolated  but linked by edges. 
Therefore, the field model can be used to describe the interaction and the association among network 
nodes. Each node is regarded as a field source, and these nodes interact with each other, forming a field 
called the topology potential field. Interactions among nodes are always within the local neighborhood 
and do not influence all the nodes in the whole network. Each node’s influence will quickly drop with the 
distance increasing, in accordance with the properties of short-range fields. Hence, we define the 
topology potential in the form of Gaussian function, which belongs to the nuclear force field, a typical 
short-range field. 
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Definition 1. Given a complex network ( , )G V E= , where { | 1,..., }iV i nυ= =  indicates a set of 

nodes, n denotes the total number of nodes, and {( , ) | , }i j i jE Vυ υ υ υ= ∈  represents a set of edges, the 

topology potential of node iυ  can be defined as follows [15]: 
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where, ,i j Vυ υ ∈ , ( )iϕ υ represents the topology potential of node iυ ; ( )jm υ  represents the mass of node 

jυ ; ijd  refers to the hops between node iυ  and jυ ; σ  indicates an impact factor used to control the 

influence scope of the node. According to the properties of Gaussian function, for a given σ , its 

influence region approximates to 3 / 2σ   hops [7]. 

There are three parameters in Formula (1): ( )jm υ , ijd  and σ . Almost all research on the topology 

potential field ignores the mass difference between nodes, such as [4], [7] and [22]. Similar to these 

references, this paper sets ( ) 1jm υ = . ijd  is the distance between node iυ  and jυ . If  3 / 2ijd σ> , 

then the topology potential component produced by node jυ  on node iυ  is ignored. Thus, only one 

parameter needs to be tuned in Formula (1), i.e. the impact factor σ . Potential entropy is used to select 

the optimal impact factor σ  [18]. 

 
Fig.1. The optimal σ  selection of the Zachary network 

Definition 2. Given a complex network ( , )G V E= , where { | 1,..., }iV i nυ= =  indicates a set of 

nodes, { ( ) | 1,..., }iP i nϕ υ= =  represents the corresponding topology potential value of nodes, and n 

refers to the total number of nodes, the potential entropy H can be defined as follows: 
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This paper takes a typical social network—the Zachary network as an example to show the optimal 
σ  selection. Fig. 1 shows the changes of the potential entropy H  with the value of the impact factorσ . 
According to the potential entropy theory, when H  reaches its minimum value, the topology potential 
field has minimum uncertainty and the corresponding σ  is the best. Zhang et al. have proved the 
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existence of the optimal σ  from a mathematical perspective in [22]. In this paper, we adopt the IFO 
(Influence Factor Optimization) algorithm proposed by Li et al. in [12] to obtain the optimal impact 
factor. With IFO algorithm, the complexity of the optimal impact factor selection is no more than ( )2O n . 
Li et al. [12] found that the optimal impact factor varies within a narrow range, and the influence scope of 
nodes in topology potential fields of most middle scale real-world networks is 2 or 3 hops. Zachary is a 
small scale network, and the optimal σ  for this network is 0.84 (as shown in Fig. 1). Thus, the influence 
scope of nodes in the topology potential filed of this network is 3 / 2σ =1 hop.  

Actually, our proposed method is not sensitive to this impact factor, which can still estimate the 
correct community number even when the optimal value of the impact factor is not given. The 
experimental results in Section 5.1 will confirm this point. 

3. PEAK-VALLEY STRUCTURE OF TOPOLOGY POTENTIAL FIELD 

As can be seen from Formula (1), the topology potential of a node is a composition of the topology 
potential components produced by its neighbors. It is defined as the differential position of each node in 
the topology, i.e., the potential of each node in its position [7]. The topology potential value of each node 
reflects its degree to be influenced by other nodes in the network, and the potential distribution 
characterizes the structure of nodes in the topology space. In the topology potential field, nodes with 
higher influence on others are grouped together, and each group corresponds to a local high potential area 
[7]. So we can utilize this property to estimate the community number of networks. There are two main 
types of nodes in the topology potential field: peak nodes and valley nodes. Peak nodes are the local 
maximum potential nodes, located at the center of local high potential areas. They are the representative 
nodes of each community. The number of local maximum nodes is the estimated community number. 
The valley nodes are located at relatively low positions in the topology potential field, jointing local high 
potential areas. They are the overlapping nodes among communities. Fig. 2 shows the topology potential 
distribution of the Zachary network nodes. On the whole, the topology potential field presents a natural 
peak-valley structure. Some nodes, with considerably large topology potential value, are located at 
relatively high positions, such as Node 1 and Node 34. These two nodes correspond to two communities, 
respectively. Some nodes, with relatively small topology potential value, are located at relatively low 
positions, such as Node 10 and Node 20. 

 
Fig.2. Topology potential distribution of nodes in the Zachary network 

We can directly identify the community number based on the natural peak-valley structure of the 
topology potential field. In practice, the community number of some networks are easy to estimate, while 
some others’ may be very difficult. In this paper, we define a measure named cc  for mining the 
relationship between the accuracy of community number estimation and characteristics of the 
peak-valley structure in the topology potential field. The cc  measure quantifies the concavity-convexity 
of the peak-valley structure in the topology potential field. 
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Definition 3. Given a complex network ( , )G V E= , where { | 1,..., }iV i nυ= =  indicates a set of 
nodes, and { ( ) | 1,..., }iP i nϕ υ= =  denotes the corresponding topology potential value of nodes, the 
concavity-convexity of the topology potential field can be defined as follows: 
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In Formula (3) and (4), cc denotes the concavity-convexity of the topology potential field; ( )min P , 
( )max P  represent the maximum and minimum of P , respectively; ( )iϕ υ refers to the topology potential 

of node iυ ,1 i n≤ ≤ ; *( )iϕ υ  indicates the normalization of ( )iϕ υ ; ( )ik υ  denotes the k-shell value [9] 
(i.e. ks) of node iυ ,1 i n≤ ≤ . 

The k-shell value reflects the location and importance of a node in a complex network [9]. It can be 
obtained with the following steps. Firstly, we delete the 1-degree nodes, and then scan the whole network 
to delete the new emerging 1-degree nodes. Repeat this step until there are not any 1-degree nodes. These 
deleted nodes are assigned ks=1. Secondly, we delete all 2-degree nodes in the same way, and assign 
ks=2 to these deleted nodes. Finally, all nodes will be assigned a ks value by repeating these steps. The 
bigger the k-shell value is, the more significant the node will be. More details about k-shell can be found 
in [9]. 

4. COMMUNITY NUMBER ESTIMATION BASED ON TOPOLOGY POTENTIAL 

The topology potential of a node is a composition of the topology potential components produced by 
its neighbors. Some nodes have more neighbors than others, and naturally the topology potential 
components produced by their neighbors are more than others, thus these nodes will become local 
maximum potential nodes in the topology potential field. Also some nodes may only have a few 
neighbors, and the topology potential components produced by the neighbors of these nodes are 
relatively less, leading to low potential positions in the topology potential field. That is, the distribution 
of the topology potential value in the topology potential field is in accordance with the clustering of 
nodes in the complex networks. So we can utilize the concavity-convexity of the peak-valley structure in 
the topology potential field to estimate the community number of networks. 

In this section, we propose a community number estimation algorithm based on Topology Potential. 
The topology potential field shows a natural peak-valley structure. Each community corresponds to a 
local high potential area. The corresponding local maximum potential node can be regarded as the 
representative node of each community.  The number of local maximum potential nodes is the estimated 
community number. Note that if the distance between two local maximum potential nodes is shorter than 
the maximum influence scope of nodes, i.e. 3 / 2σ  hops, the node with the smaller topology 
potential value will be regarded as the combined representative node. 

Local maximum potential nodes search is crucial for community number estimation. Hill-climbing 
[7] is a popular method for handling this task, which may leave out some local maximum potential nodes. 
Furthermore, initial node selection will affect the search performance. Different from the traditional 
Hill-climbing method, the proposed method directly determines whether a node is a local maximum 
potential node or not. 

Algorithm 1. Community number estimation algorithm based on topology potential. 
Input: network ( , )G V E= , | |V n= , | |E m= ; 
Output: local maximum potential nodes maximumC , and estimated community number k . 
(1){ maximumC φ= ; 
(2)For int i=1 to n 
(3)    {Calculate ( )iϕ υ  with Formula (1); 
(4)    Select the optimal impact factor σ  with Formula (2);} 
(5)For int i=1 to n 
(6)    If ( ) ( ( ))i ineighborϕ υ ϕ υ>  
(7)        { iυ  is a local maximum potential node; 
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(8)          { }maximum maximum iC C υ= ∪ ; } 
(9)int | |maximumq C= ; 
(10) For int i=1 to q  
(11)    For int j=i+1 to q  

(12)      If ( , ) 3 / 2i jdistance υ υ σ<  

(13)          If ( ) ( )i jϕ υ ϕ υ≥  

(14)               { { }maximum maximum jC C υ= − ; 

(15) Mark jυ  as a combined representative node;} 
(16)          Else 

(17)               { { }maximum maximum iC C υ= − ; 
(18)                Mark iυ  as a combined representative node;} 
(19) | |maximumk C= ;} 
Now, we analyze the complexity of the proposed algorithm. Step (1) is the initialization; Steps 

(2)-(4) are for the topology potential calculation. According to [4] and [7], the complexity of topology 
potential calculation is ( )2O n . Steps (5)-(8) search for all local maximum potential nodes. The process 
is completed after a one-time node traversal, and the complexity is ( )O n . Steps (9)-(19) identify local 
maximum potential nodes within 3 / 2σ  hops, and the complexity is ( )( )1 / 2O q q − , 

| |maximumq C= , 1 q n< << . The above analysis shows that the total complexity of the proposed algorithm 
is ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )2 21 / 2O n O n O q q O n+ + − = . 

5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we compare it with other four typical methods,  
including MSM (Maximizing Separability Measure in [3]), WNDP (Weighted Nodal Domain Partition 
in [8]), Ω(c) measure in [11], and the maximum-likelihood method in [16] (named MIM in this section), 
through exhaustive experiments on artificial networks and real world networks. The artificial networks 
are generated using the LFR Benchmark generator [10], which can produce the required networks with 
implanted communities. It is true that, even with the same parameters, the LFR generator cannot produce 
the exactly same artificial networks in each run. In order to obtain relatively accurate results, we use the 
average performance of 50 runs as the final results. Real world networks include the Zachary network, 
Dolphin network, Political book network, Football network, Jazz musicians network, C. elegans 
metabolic network, PGP network, Collaboration network, DBLP collaboration network, and Youtube 
online social network. Some of them are taken from http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/netdata/, and 
others are from http://snap.stanford.edu/data/index.html. 

5.1 The sensitivity of our proposed method to the impact fact σ   

In the topology potential calculation, only one parameter needs to be tuned, i.e. the impact factor σ . 
In this subsection, the Zachary and Dolphin networks are selected to evaluate the sensitivity of our 
proposed method to the impact factor σ . In order to evaluate the sensitivity of our proposed method to 
the impact factor σ , the value of the impact factor ranges from 0 to 5, and the corresponding local 
maximum potential nodes are identified by our proposed method. Fig. 3 shows the results of our 
proposed method on the Zachary network with the varying impact factor. Fig.4 shows that of the Dolphin 
network. 

The Zachary network consists of two known communities. The optimal impact factor σ  of the 
Zachary network can be obtained by the IFO method described in Section 2, and the corresponding result 
is 0.840. However, Fig. 3 reveals that as long as the impact factor 0<σ < 0.942, our proposed method can 
always identify two local maximum potential nodes, and get the correct community number.  

The Dolphin network is composed by two families. The IFO method of Section 2 reveals that the 
optimal impact factor σ  of the Dolphin network is 1.3. Fig.4 shows that when the impact factor 
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0.476≤σ <1.414, 3 local maximum potential nodes are identified: Nodes 15, 18 and 21. The distance 
between nodes 15 and 18 is 2 hops. If 0.943≤σ <1.414, then 3 / 2σ =2, and nodes 15 and 18 are in 
the same community according to Algorithm 1. Thus, the final estimated community number is 2 even 3 
local maximum potential nodes are identified. When 1.414≤σ <1.718, 2 local maximum potential 
nodes are detected, which is consistent with the ground truth. To sum up, as long as the impact factor 
0.943≤σ <1.718, we can get the correct community number. 

 

Fig. 3 Local maximum potential nodes of the Zachary network with the variation of σ  

 

Fig. 4 Local maximum potential nodes of the Dolphin network with the variation of σ  

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show that the performance of our proposed method is not sensitive to the impact 
factor σ . Our proposed method can still estimate the correct community number even if the impact 
factor varies within a certain range rather than being given the optimal value.  
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5.2 Community number estimation on real world networks 

5.2.1 Zachary network 

The Zachary karate network has 34 nodes and 78 edges, which describes the social interactions 
between members of the karate club at an American university. The Zachary network consists of two 
known communities. 

The proposed method identifies 2 local maximum potential nodes (i.e. Node 1 and Node 34, with 
their respective topology potential of 7.2 and 7.4), indicating there are 2 communities, which is equal to 
the well-proven community number in the Zachary network. Fig.2 shows the topology potential 
distribution of nodes in the Zachary network, where there are 2 obvious local high potential areas. The 
community number estimated by MSM, WNDP, and Ω(c) are all 2. For the MIM method, the number 2 
has the highest probability. 

5.2.2 Dolphin network 

The Dolphin network describes the frequent associations between 62 dolphins living off Doubtful 
Sound, New Zealand, which is composed by 2 dolphin families. 

 
Fig.5 Topology potential distribution of nodes in the Dolphin network 

The proposed method gets 3 local maximum potential nodes: Node 15, Node 18 and Node 21, with 
their respective topology potential of 9.61, 7.10 and 8.23. For the Dolphin network, the corresponding 
optimal σ  is 1.3, then 3 / 2σ  =2. The distance (i.e. hops) between Node 15 and Node 18 is 2 hops. 
According to the proposed method, they belong to the same community, and Node 18, with a smaller 
topology potential value than Node 15, is deleted from the set of local maximum potential nodes. 
Consequently, the final local maximum potential nodes are Node 15 and Node 21, which tells a 
2-community network. This result is consistent with the known community number in the Dolphin 
network. Fig.5 shows the topology potential distribution of nodes in the Dolphin network. Apparently, 
Node 15 and Node 18 are located at the identical local high potential area. However, the community 
number estimated by MSM method is 3. The reason is the threshold of the shortest path length is set at 1 
hop. Therefore, Node 15 and Node 18 are not regarded as in the same community. The community 
number identified by WNDP and Ω(c) are all 2. For the MIM method, the number 2 has the highest 
probability. 

5.2.3 Political book network 

The Political book network contains 105 books taken from the online bookseller Amazon.com. 
These books describe different political views in 2004 around the US election. Edges between books 
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represent frequent co-purchasing by a same buyer. There are 3 communities in the Political book network 
corresponding to liberal, neutral and conservative fractions. 

The proposed method derives 2 local maximum potential nodes: Node 13 and Node 85 with 
corresponding  topology potential 10.29 and 9.51 respectively. This indicates that the proposed method 
finds 2 communities (i.e. liberal and conservative communities), leaving the neutral community out. The 
reason is that the neutral community contains only 13 nodes, virtually scattering at the borders between 
liberal and conservative communities. With their smaller topology potential, it is hard to detect the third 
local maximum potential node. Fig.6 shows the topology potential distribution of nodes in the Political 
book network. As a matter of fact, considerable state-of-the-art methods split the Political book network 
into two communities rather than three communities, and they regard the neutral nodes as the 
overlapping nodes between liberal and conservative communities [7]. The community number identified 
by MSM, WNDP and Ω(c) are all 2. For the MIM method, the number 3 have the highest probability. 

 
Fig.6 Topology potential distribution of nodes in the Political book network 

5.2.4 Football network 

The American College Football network [5] contains 115 teams, among which 616 games are 
carried out. In the network, nodes represent teams and edges games. All teams are organized into 12 
conferences, each of which contains about 8-12 teams. Since most matches are carried out within 
conferences, the conference number 12 is regarded as the community number. 

 
Fig.7 Topology potential distribution of nodes in the Football network 
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The application of the proposed method locates 4 local maximum potential nodes: Node 1, Node 25, 
Node 59 and Node 81. Their corresponding potential values are 20.43, 20.18, 21.10, 21.27. This reveals 
the identified community number is 4. Failure to detect other 8 communities is caused by the fact that 
edges between nodes are comparatively evenly distributed, with no clear core nodes available. Their 
topology potential ranges from 14.12 to 21.27, difference being insignificant. Therefore, these 
comparatively loose communities hide themselves in the above 4 bigger communities. Fig.7 shows the 
topology potential distribution of nodes in the Football network. There are some minor peaks 
surrounding the 4 found local maximum potential nodes (i.e. Node 1, 25, 59, and 81). The community 
number estimated by the MSM method is 18. The reason is that the node degree in the Football network 
is comparatively evenly distributed. It is very difficult to distinguish one core node from others. 
Furthermore, the threshold of the shortest path length is set at 1 hop, and few of these core nodes can be 
merged in the same community. The community number estimated by WNDP and Ω(c) are 7, 9, 
respectively. For the MIM method, the number 11 has the highest probability. 

5.2.5 A wider range of real world networks 

We examine algorithm performance on a wider range of real world networks, including Jazz 
musicians network, C. elegans metabolic network, PGP network, Collaboration network, DBLP 
collaboration network, and Youtube network. Experiment results on these real world networks are shown 
in Table 1, including network name, network size, ground truth, estimated number by our method, MSM 
(the detailed parameter setting can be found in [3]), WNDP [8], Ω(c) [11] and MIM [16]. Compared with 
MSM, WNDP and Ω(c) methods, the estimated number of MIM and our method is close to the ground 
truth one. Our proposed method shows good performance, especially for networks with high cc value.  

Table 1. Results of different methods on real word networks 

Network Name Network 
Size Ground Truth Our 

Method MSM WNDP Ω(c) MIM 

Zachary network 34 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Dolphin network 62 2 2 3 2 2 2 

Political book network 105 3 2 2 2 2 3 

Football network 115 12 4 18 7 9 11 

Jazz musicians network 198 4 4 5 3 9 4 
C. elegans metabolic 

network 453 10 10 9 13 7 11 

PGP network 10680 80 76 79 57 105 80 

Collaboration network 65276 600 328 1483 828 1356 452 
DBLP collaboration 

network 317080 13477 11983 21729 10249 18724 11142 

Youtube online social 
network 1134890 8385 8267 15149 5738 1246 9358 

5.3 Community number estimation on synthetic networks 

5.3.1 Ad hoc network 

The generated Ad-Hoc network, with 128 nodes, is split into 4 communities containing 32 nodes 
each. In the experiment, the parameter _p in  is set 0.46. The proposed method finds 4 local maximum 
potential nodes—Node 71, Node 96, Node 98 and Node 126, whose topology potential values are 28.91, 
29.11, 28.71 and 28.13, respectively. This indicates there are 4 communities, which is consistent with the 
true community number of the Ad hoc network. Because the Ad hoc network has a clear community 
structure, the community number estimated by other four methods are all 4. Table 2 shows the 
corresponding results. 
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Table 2. Results of different methods on the Ad hoc network 

Network 
Name 

Network 
Size 

Known 
Number 

Our 
Method MSM WNDP Ω(c) MIM 

Ad hoc 
network 128 4 4 4 4 4 4 

5.3.2 LFR network 

In this subsection, we first produce 7 small-scale synthetic networks. The size of generated 
networks is 100 nodes. The average degree k  is set as 3 or 4. The parameter µ  ranges from 0.1 to 0.4, 
which determines the overlapping probability among communities. Other important parameters are: 
maxk=15, maxc=50, minc=1. In generally, as µ  increases, the community structure of the LFR network 
becomes ambiguous gradually, making it difficult to carry out community detection.  

Table 3. Results of our method on LFR networks with different µ  

Generating Parameters Generated Number Estimated Number by our 
method 

  k=4, µ =0.1 3 3 

k=4, µ =0.2 5 5 

k=4, µ =0.3 4 3 

k=4, µ =0.4 5 2 

k=3, µ =0.1 6 6 

k=3 µ =0.2 6 4 

k=3, µ =0.3 6 2 

The proposed method is used to identify the community number of these networks. Results are 
shown in Table 3. The experiment results confirm the above points. The bigger the µ is, the bigger gap 
between generated community number and estimated one will be. 

Table 4. Results of different methods on LFR networks 

Generating Parameters Generated 
Number 

Our 
Method MSM WNDP Ω(c) MIM 

 n=1000, k=10, γ =2, µ =0.1 36 28 12 20 15 27 

 n=1000, k=15, γ =2, µ =0.1 9 8 9 5 7 8 

 n=1000, k=10, γ =3, µ =0.1 34 27 23 19 41 29 

 n=1000, k=15, γ =3, µ =0.1 11 9 15 18 21 14 

 n=1000, k=10, γ =2, µ =0.2 12 10 15 18 20 11 

 n=1000, k=15, γ =2, µ =0.2 10 8 13 21 17 8 

 n=1000, k=10, γ =3, µ =0.2 37 16 22 18 45 28 

 n=1000, k=15, γ =3, µ =0.2 11 8 14 13 19 8 

Then, we produce another 8 synthetic networks of various parameters, and compare the proposed 
method with other four methods on these LFR networks. The generated networks are middle scale with 
1000 nodes. The average degree k  is set as 10 or 15. The exponent of degree distribution γ  is set as 2 or 
3. In order to generate a clear community structure, a small mixing µ  is selected, i.e. 0.1 or 0.2. Other 
important parameters are: maxk=150, minc=100, minc=1, the exponent of community size 
distribution 1β = . Results are shown in Table 4. The proposed method shows well performance on 
synthetic networks, and the estimated community number is close to the generated one. 
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5.4 The efficiency of community number estimation 

The above community number estimation results on real world and synthetic networks show that the 
proposed method gives good performance, and MIM is another method with comparative performance. 
In this subsection, our proposed method is compared with the MIM method from the perspective of the 
execution time. The ten real world networks in Table 1 are adopted. For each method, 50 times of 
community number estimation are conducted and the average time is recorded. Table 5 shows the 
execution time of the two methods on the selected ten networks. Our proposed method outperforms the 
MIM method in efficiency.  

Table 5. The execution time of the two methods on different networks 

Network Name Network 
Size 

Our Method 
(s) 

MIM 
(s) 

Zachary network 34 0.0023 0.0075 

Dolphin network 62 0.0029 0.0093 

Political book network 105 0.0074 0.0139 

Football network 115 0.0099 0.0317 

Jazz musicians network 198 0.0128 0.0326 
C. elegans metabolic 

network 453 0.0404 0.0612 

PGP network 10680 3.348 5.161 

Collaboration network 65276 8.739 12.824 
DBLP collaboration 

network 317080 57.385 86.479 

Youtube online social 
network 1134890 308.372 489.628 

5.5 The relationship between community number estimation and cc value 

The above experiments imply that the more noticeable the peak-valley structure is, the more 
accurate the estimated community number will be. According to Definition 3, cc  evaluates the 
concavity-convexity of the peak-valley structure in the topology potential field. In this subsection, we 
analyze how the accuracy of community number estimation is related to the cc  value. For this purpose, 
we define a community number estimation accuracy measure named EstimationError: 

generated estimated

generated

N N
EstimationError

N

−
=                                                       (5) 

In Formula (5), generatedN  represents the generated community number, and estimatedN  denotes the 
estimated community number.  

 
Fig.6. Relationship between EstimationError and cc 
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Fig. 8 shows the relationship between cc  values of the above 26 networks (10 real world networks 
and 16 synthetic networks) and the EstimationErrors. A big cc  means that the topology potential value 
gap between most peak and valley positions is very big, thus the concavity-convexity of the whole 
peak-valley structure is obvious and clear. The clearer the peak-valley structure of the corresponding 
networks' topology potential field is, the more precise the estimated community number will be. 
Contrarily, a small cc  reveals that the topology potential value gap between most peak and valley 
positions is very small, thus the concavity-convexity of the whole peak-valley structure is relatively flat 
and smooth, leading to likelihood of error in local maximum potential node search, and consequentially 
likelihood of error in community number estimation. 

Experimental results also show that, when the peak-valley structure is not very clear, the estimated 
community number is always smaller than the actual number. The reason is explained as follows. In this 
case, the local maximum potential nodes of some loose and small-scale communities are in the influence 
scope of other local maximum potential nodes from large-scale communities. Therefore, these 
comparatively loose communities will be absorbed by large-scale communities around them, decreasing 
the estimated community number. 

5.6 Discussions 

This subsection analyzes the characteristics of our method based on the above experiments results. 
•  Our proposed method is based on global measure since the topology potential of a node is a 

composition of topology potential components produced by all the other nodes in the field. 
Therefore, our proposed method can effectively identify the community number from a global 
view. In contrast, many other methods are based on node degree in essence. Degree is a typical 
local measure, which may be less effective sometimes in community number estimation since 
it neglects the global structure of the network. The flaw will become more notable in 
large-scale networks. The above experiments results confirm this point. 

•  Our proposed method only needs one parameter σ , which is unique and determined by the 
minimum of potential entropy, while other methods are different.  For example, MSM method 
needs three input parameters: λ  (the threshold of degree to distinguish core nodes from 
noncore ones), s  (the maximum of available degree range), and th  (the threshold of shortest 
path length). λ  is determined by maximizing separability measure. The other two parameters 
are given based on experience, and different values may result in quite different estimated 
community numbers.  

6. CONCLUSION 

Estimating the community number is an important problem of community structure analysis in 
complex networks. In this paper, we propose a community number estimation method based on topology 
potential, in which the potential distribution of nodes is utilized. The topology potential field shows a 
natural peak-valley structure, and each community corresponds to a local high potential area. The 
number of local maximum potential nodes, located at the center of each local high potential area, is the 
estimated community number. Experimental results have shown that the estimated community number 
by our method on many real world networks and artificial networks is closer to the ground truth. 
Furthermore, our proposed method is not sensitive to the tuned impact factor parameter, and shows good 
performance in efficiency. 

Our method may benefit many applications both theoretically and practically. For example, it can be 
used in local-expansion-based community detection methods where the seed identification is the most 
basic and critical step. Just like other topology measurements in complex networks, such as degree, the 
topology potential can also be used to reflect the differential position and influential ability of each node 
in the topology [7]. In future, we will continue to exploit the relationship between the estimated 
community number and the characteristics of the peak-valley structure in the topology potential field. We 
will also try other methods to determine the proper value of the impact factor more efficiently for 
handling large-scale networks, such as Maximum Likelihood Estimation. 
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